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IBe it known that I, NIKOLATESLA, a citizen " 
of the United States, residing at New York, in 
the county' and State of New York, hawe in 
wented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Systems of Transmission of Electrical. En 
ergy, of Which the folloWing is a Specification, 
1'eference being had to the drawing accom 
panying and forming a part of the Same. '' 

It h:us been well known heretofore that by 
rarefying the air inclosed in a wessel its in 
Sulating properties are impaired to Such an 
extent that it becomeS What may be consid 
ered as a true colldu(?tor, alth0ugh one of ad 
mittedly wery high resistance. The practical 
information in this regard has been deriwed 
from obser'watiolas necessa1'ily limited in their' 
Scope by the character of the apparatuS Or 
means hól'etOfore known and the quality of 
the elect]]'ical effects producible . thereby. 
'Thus it has been shown by William ('rookes 
in his classical researches, which have So far 
Serwed as the citief Source of knowledge of 
this subject, that ull ga.Ses behave us excellent, 
inSulators until I'al'efied to a point correspond 
ing to a barometric pl'essure of about Sewenty 
fi we millimeters, and even at this wery low 
preSSure the discharge of a high-temsion in 
duction-coil paSSes through only a part of the 
attenuated gaS in the form of a luminous 
thread or arc, a still further and considerable 
diminution of the pressure being m'equired to 
render the entire mass of the gas inclosed in 
a weSSel conducting. While this is true in 
every particular S0 long as electromotiwe or 
Current impulses Such as ar@ Obtainable with 
ordinary forms of apparatus.are employed, I 
haWe found that neither the general behavior 
of the gases noI' the known relationS betWeen 
electrical conductivity and barometric preS 
Sure are in conformity with these obSerwa 
tions whena impulses are used Such aS are pro 
ducible by methods and apparatus dewised 
by me and which have peculiar and hitherto 
unobserwed properties and are of effectiwe 
electromotive forces, measuring many hun 

| dred thousands or millionSof wolts. Through 
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the continuous perfection of these methods 
and apparatus and the investigation of the 
actionS of these current impulses I have been 
led t0 the discowery of certain highly-impor 
tahat and useful facts which have hitherto been 

unknoWm. Among theSeand bearing directly 
upon the Subject of my present application 
are the following: First, that atmospheric or 
other gases, even under normal preSSure,Wheri 
they are knOW}n to behave as perfect inSulai 
tors, are in a large measure deprived of their 
dielectric properties by being subjected to thie 
influence of electromotiwe impulses of the 
character and magnitude I have referred to 
and aSSume conducting and "other qualities 

, which have been So far obserwed only in gaSeS 
greatly attenuated or heated to a high tem 
perature, and, second, that the conductivity 
imparted to the air ‘or gases increases wery 
rapidly both With the augmentation of the.ap 
plied electrical preSSure and With the degree 
of rarefaction, the laW in this.latter respect be 
ing, however', quite different from that hereto 
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fore established. In illustration of these facts .. 
a few obser'wations, which I hawe made with 
apparatus dewised for the purposes here con 
templated, may be gited. Ifor example, a com 
ductor or terminal, to Which impulses Such as 
those here considered are Supplied, but which 
is otherwise insulated in Space and is remote 
from any conducting-bodies, is surrounded 
by a luminous flame-like brush or discharge 
often cowering many hundreds or even aS 
much as several thousands of Square feet of 

• Surface, this striking phenomenon clearly at 
testing the high degree of conductiwity Which 
the atmosphere attains under the influence 
of the immence electrical stresses to Which it 
is Subjected. This influence is, hoWewer, not 
confined to that portion of the atmosphere 
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which is · discernible by the eye as luminous. '' 
and which, as ' has been the case in Some im 
StanceS actually observed, may fill the Space 9? 
within a spherical or. cylindrical enwelop of ? 
a diameter of sixty feet or more, but reaches 

' out to far remote regions,the inSulating quali 
ties of the air being, as I have aScertained, 
still Sensibly impaired at a distance man 
hundred times that through which the · lu 
minous discharge projects from the terminal 
and in all probability much farther. The dis 
tance extends with the increase of the elec 
tironmotive force of the impulses, with the dimi 
mution of the density of the atmosphere, with 
the elevation of the active terminal above the 
ground, and also, apparently, in a Slight meaS 
1ure, with the degree of moisture contained in 
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the air. I have likewise observed that this 
region of decidedly-noticeable influence con 
tinuously enlargeS aS time goes on, and the 
discharge is allowed to paSS not, unlike a con 

5?iagration which slowly spreads, this being 
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poSSibly due to the gradual electrification or 
iomization of the air or to the formation of 
leSS insulating gaSeous commpounds. It is, 
furthermore, a fact, that Such discharges of 
extreme tensions, ' approximating those of 
lightning, manifest a marked tendency to paSS 
upward away from the ground, which may be 
due to electrostatic repulsion, or possibly to 
slight heating and consequent rising of the 
electrified or ionized air. These latter ob 
ServationS make it appear probable that a dis 
charge of this character allowed to escape 
into the atmosphere from a termimal main 
tained at a great height will gradually leak 
through and establish a good conducting-path 
to more elewated and better conducting air 
strata, a proceSS which possibly takes place 
in Silent lightning discharges frequently wit 
neSSead or hot and Sultry days. ' It will be 
apparent to What an extent the conductivity 
imparted to the air is enhanced by the in 
crease of the electromotive force of the im 
pulses when it is stated that in some instances 
the area covered by the flame discharge men 
tioned was enlarged '' more than sixfold by 
an augmentation of the electrical pressure, 
amountingScarcely to more than fiftypercent, 
AS to the influence of * rarefaction upon the electric conductivity imparted to the gases it 
is noteworthy that, whereas the atmospheric, 
or other gases begin ordinarily to manifest 
this quality at Something like Sewenty-five 
millimeterS barometric pressure with the im 
pulses of excessive electromotive force to 
which I have referred, the · conductivity, as 
already pointed out, begins even at normal 
preSSure and continuously increases with the 
degree of tenuity of the gas, So that at, say, 
One hundred and thirty millimeters pressure, 
when the gases are known to be still nearly 
perfect inSulatorS for ordinary electromotive 
forces, they behave toward electromotive im 
pulses of several millions of wolts like excel 
lent conductors, as though they were rarefied 
to a much higher degree. By the discovery 
Of these facts and the perfection of means for 
producing in a Safe, economical, and 'thor 
Oughly-practicable manner Current impulses 
of the character described it becomespossible 
to transmit through easily-accessible and.only 
moderately-rarefied strata of the atmosphere 
electrical energy not merely in 'insignificant, 
quantities, Such aS are Suitable for the 'oper 
ation of delicate instruments and like pur 
poses, but also in quantities suitable for in 
dustrial uses on a.large scale up to practically 
any amount and, according to all the experi 
mental evidence I have obtained, to any ter 
restrial distance. To conduce .to a better un 
derstanding of this method of transmission 
of energy and to distinguish it clearly, both 

" in its theoretical aspect and in its practical 

bearing, from other known modes of tranS 
mission, it is useful to state that all prewiouS 
efforts made by myself and others for tranS 
mitting electrical energy to a distance with 
out the use of metallic conductors, chiefly 
with the object of actuating sensitive receiw 
ers, have been based, in so far as the atmOS 
phere is concerned, upon those qualitieS Which 
it poSSeSSes by wirtue of its being an excel 
lent insulator, and all these attemptS would 
have been obviously recognized as ineffectiWe 
if not entirely futile in the presence of a con 
ducting atmosphere or medium. The utili 
zation of any conducting properties of the 
air for purposes of transmission of energy . 
has been hitherto out of the question in the 
absence of apparatus Suitable. for meeting 
the many and difficult requirements, although 
it has long been known or surmised that at 
mospheric strata at great altitudeS-Say fif 
teen or more miles above Sea-leWel-are, Ol' 
should be?, in a measure, conducting; but aS 
suming even that the indispensable meanS 
should have been ? produced then still a diffi 
culty, which in the present state of the me 
chanical artS must be considered as inSuper 
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able, Would remain-namely, that of ' main.- . 
taining terminalsatelevations of fifteen mileS 
or more above the lewel of the Sea. Through 
my discoveries before mentioned and the pro 
duction of adequate means the neceSSity of 
maintaining terminals at Such inacceSSible 
altitudes is obviated and a practical method 
and system of transmission of energy through 
the natural media is afforded eSSentially dif 
ferent from all those available up to the preS 
ent time and poSSeSSing, moreower, thiS im 
portant practical adwantage, that WhereaS in 
all such methods or systems heretOfore used 
or proposed but a minute fraction of the total 
energy expended by the generator or tranS 
mitter was recowerable in a distant receiWing 
'apparat us by my method and applianceS it 
is possible to utilize by far the greater pol'* 
tion of the energy of the source and in any 
locality however" remote from the Same. 
Expressed briefly, my preSent in wention; 

based upon these discoweries, consists then 
in producing at one point an electrical pre8 
sure of such character and magnitude aS t0. 
cause thereby a current to trawerSeetewated 
strata, of the air between the point Of genera 
tion and a distant point at which the energy 
is to be received and utilized. 

. In the accompanying drawing a generall 
arrangement of apparatus is diagrammatic 
ally illustrated such as I contemplate em 
ploying in the carrying out of my in wention 
on an industrial Scale-as, for instance, foT 
lighting distant cities or districtS from placeS 
where cheap power is obtainable. ? 

Referring to the drawing, A is a, coil, gen 
erally of many turns and of a wery large di 
ameter, W'Ound in spiral form either about a 
magnetic core or not, as umay be found nec 
eSSary. C is a Second coil, formed of a com 
ductor of. much larger section and Smaller 
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length, Wound around and in proximity to the 
coil A. In the tranSmitting apparatus the 
coilA constitutes the high-tension Secondary 
and the coil C the primary of much lower 
tension of a transformer. In the circuit of 
the primary C is included a suitable source 
of Gurrent G. One terminal of the secondary 
A is at the center of the Spiral coil, and from 
this terminal the current is led by a conduc 
tor B to a terminal ID, preferably of large 
Surface, formed or maintained by such means 
aS a balloon at an elewation Suitable for the 
purp0SeS of transmission, as before described. 
The other' terminal of the Secondary A is con 
nected to earth and, if desired, also to the 
primary in order that the latter may be at 
SubStantially the Same potential as the adja 
cent portionS of the Secondary, thus insuring 
Safety. At the receiwing - Station a trans 
former of Similar construction is employed; 
but in this case the coil A', of relatively-thin 
Wire, c0nstituteS the primary and the coil C', 
of thick Wire 0r cable, the Secondary of the 

| tranSformer. In the circuit of the latter are 
included lampS I, motors M, or other devices 
for utilizing the current. The elewated tel'- 
minal ID' is connected with the center of the 
c0il A', and the other tel'minal of said coil is 
COnnected to earth and preferably, also, to 
the Coil C' for the reasons above stated. 

It Will be obser wed that in coils of the char'- 
acter deScribed the potential gradually in 
CreaSes With the number of turns toward the 
center, and the , difference of potential be 
tWeen the adjacent turns being compara 
tiWely Small a very high potential, imprac 
figable With ordinary coils, may be success 
fully obtained. It Will be, furthermore, noted 
that no matter to What an extent the coils 
may be modified in design and construction, 
OWing to their general arrangement and man 
ner of Connection, aS illustrated, those por 
tionS of the Wire or apparatus which are 
highly charged. Will be out of reach, while 
thOSe partS of the same which are liable to 
be approached, touched, or handled will be 
at Or nearly the Same potential as the ad 
jacent portionSof the ground; this insuring, 
b0th in the tranSmitting and receiwing appa 
ratuS and regardleSS of the magnitude of the 
electrical preSSure used, perfect personal 
Safety, which is best ewidenced by the fact 
that although such extremepressures of many 
millionS of wolts have been for a number of years continuously experimented with no in 
jury has been Sustained neither by myself or 
any of my aSSistants. ~ 
The length of the ? thin-wire coil in each 

transformer should be approximately one 
fluarter of the wawe length of the electric dis 
turbance in the · circuit, this estimate being 
baSedOna_the Yelocity of propagation of the 
disturbaiice through the coil itself and the 
Circuit With Which it is designed to be used. 
lBy Way of illustration if the rate at, which 
the current trwerses the cirguit, including 

' the coil, be one hundred and eighty-fiwo thou? 

Sand miles per Second then a frequency of 
nine hundred and tWentry - fiwe per Second 
would maintain nine hundred and tWenty-five 
Stationary Wawes in a circuit one hundred and 
'eighty-five thousand miles longand each Wave 
Would be two hundred miles in length. For 
Such a low frequency, to which I shall resort 
Only When it is indiSpensable to Operate mo 
tors of the ordinary kind under the condi 
tions abowe assumed, I w'Ould use a Secondary 
of fifty miles in length. By Such an adjust 
ment or porportioning of the length of Wire 
in the Secondary coil or coils the points of 
highest potential are made to coincide with 
the elewated terminals ID ID', and it should be 
understood that Whatewer length be given to 
the WireS this condition. Shonald be complied 
with in order to attain the best results. ~ 

· AS the main requirement in carrying out 
my in W*ention is to produce curr'ents of an ex 
cessively-high potential, this object will be 
facilitated by using a primary Current of wery 
considerable frequency, since the electromo 
tiwe force Obtainable With a given length of 
conductor is proportionate to the frequency; 
but the frequency of the current is in a large 
measure arbitrary, for if the potential be 
sufficiently high and if the terminals of the 
coils be maintained at the proper altitudes 
the action described Will take place, and a 
current will be transmitted through the ele 
wated air Strata, which will encounter little 
and possibly ewen leS$ resistance than if con 
we\'ed through a copper Wire of a practicable 
size. Accordingly the construction of the ap 
paratus may be in many details greatly wa 
1'ied; but in order to emable any person skilled 
in the mechanical and 'electrical arts to util 
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iz(} to adwantage in the practical applications', 
of my system the experience I have So far 
gained the following particular's of a model 
plant, which has been long in use and which 
Was constructed for the purpose of obtaining 
further data, to be used in the carrying out 
of my in wention On a large Scale are given. 
The transmitting apparatuS Was in this case 
one of my electrical Oscillators, which are 
transformers of a Special type, nOW Well known 
and characterized by the paSSage of OScilla,- 
tory discharges of a condenSer through the 
primary." The source G, forming one of the 
elements of the translmitter, Was a condenSer 
of a capacity of about four one-hundredthSofa, 
microfarad and WaS charged from a gener 
ator of alternating currents of fifty thousand 
wolts pressure and discharged by meanS of a 
.mechanically-Operated break fiWe thousand 
times per second through the primary C%.' The 
latter .. consisted of a single turn of stout 
stranded cable of inappreciable resistance 
and of an inductance of about eight thousand 
centimeters, the dialmeter of the loop being 
wery nearly two hundred and forty-four cen 
timeters. The tOtal inductance of the pri 
mmary circuit, WaS tupp1'ONimately ten thousand 
cel timeters, so that the primary' circuit wi 
brated genorally. faccording to adjust mont, 
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from tWo hundred and thirty thousand to two 
hundred and fifty thousand timesper second. 
The high-tension coil A.in the form of a fiat 
Spiral Was composed of fifty turns of heavily 
inSulated cable No. 8 Wound in one single 
layer, the turnS beginning close to the pri 
mary loop and ending mear itS center. The 
outer end of the Secondary or high-tension 
coil A was connected to the ground, as illus 
trated, while the free end was led to a termi 
nal placed in the rarefied air str:utum through 
which the energy was to be transmitted, 
Which WaS contained in an insulating-tube of 
alength of fifty feet or more, within which a 
barometric preSSure varying from about one 
hundred and twenty to one hundred and fifty 
millimeterS was maintained by means of a 
mechanical Suction - pump. The receiving 
transfor':1er WaS Similarly proportioned, the 
ratio of comwersion being the reciprocal of 
that of the transmitter, and the primary high 
tenSion coil A' WaS connected, as illustrated, 
with the end near the low-tension coil C' to 
the ground and with the free end to a wire 
Or plate likewise placed in the ran'efied air 
Stratum and at the distance named from the 
tranSmitting-terminal. The primary and sec? 
ondary circuitS in the transmitting apparatus 
being carefully Synchronized, an electromo 
tive force from two to four million wolts and 
more WaS Obtainable at the terminals of the 
Secondary coilA, the discharge passing freely 
through the attenuated air stratum main 
tained at the abowe barometric pressures, and 
it. WaS easy under these conditions to trans 
mit With fair economy considerable amounts 
of energy, Such as are of industrial moment, 
to the receiving apparatus for supplying from 

' the Secondary coil C' lamps IL or kindred de 
4? 
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YiceS. The resultS were particularly satis 
factory When the primary coil or system A', 
With itSSecondary C', was carefully adjusted, 
SO aS tO Wibrate in symGhronism with the 
tranSmitting coil or system A.C. I havre, how'- 
ewer, found_no difficulty in producing with 
.apparatuS of Substantially the same design 
' and conStruction electromotive forces exceed 
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ing three or four times those before men 
tioned and have aScertained that by their 
meanS current impulses can be transmitted 
through much-denser air strata. By the use 
of these I have also, found it practicable to 
tranSmit notable amounts of emergy through 
air Strata not in direct contact with the trans 
imitting and receiving terminals, but remote 
from them, the action of the impulses, in ren 
dering conducting air of a density at which 
it normally behawes as an insulator, extend 
ing, aS before remarked, to a considerable 
distance. 

A WaS, aS will be seen, in the preceding in 
Stance, not So much due to a large ratio of 
transformation aS to the joint effect of the 
capacities, and inductances in the synchro 
nized circuitS, which effect is enhanced by a high frequency, and it will be obviously un 

The high electromotive force ob 
.tained at the terminals of coil or conductor 
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derstood that if the latter be reduced a greater 
ratio of transformation should be reSorted to 
especially in cases in which it may be deemed 
of advantage to SuppreSSaS much as pOSSible, 
and particularly in the transmitting-coil A, 
the rise of pressure due to the abowe effect 
and to obtain the necessary electromotive 
force solely by a large transformation ratio. 
While electromotive forces Such as are prO 

duced by the apparatus just described_may 
be Sufficient for many purposes to Which my 
system will or may be applied, I wish to state 
that I contemplate using in an industrial un 
dertaking of this kind forces greatly in ’ ex 
cess of these, and with my present knowledge 
and experience in this nowel field I would eS 
timate them to range from twenty to fifty 
million wolts and possibly more. By the use 
of these much greater forces larger amountS 
of energy may be conveyed through the at 
mosphere to remote placeS or regions, and the 
distance of transmission may be thuS extend 
ed practically without limit. x 
As to the elevation of the terminals ID ID' 

it is obvious that it will be determined by a 
number of things, aS by the amount and qual 
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ity of the work to be performed, by the local ? 
density and other conditions Of the atmoS 
phere, by the character of the Sturrounding 
country, and such considerationS aS may pre 
sent, themselves in individual instanceS. 
Thus if there be high mountains in the wi 
cinity the terminals should be at, a greater 
height, and generally they should always be, 
if practicable, at altitudes much greater than 
those of the highest objects near them in or 
der to avoid as much as poSSible the loSS by 
|leakage.' In Some caSeS when Small amounts 
of energy are required the high elevation of 
the terminals, and more particularly of the 
receiving - terminal ID', may not be neceS 
sary, since, especially when the frequency of 
the currents is very high, a Sufficient amount 
of energy may be collected at that terminal 
by electrostatic induction from the upper air 
strata, which are rendered conducting by the 
active' terminal of the tranSmitter or through 
which the currents from the same are con 
weyed. | ~ 

With reference to the facts which have been 
pointed out above it will be Seen that the al 
titudes required for the transmission of con 
siderable amounts of electrical energy in ac 
cordance with this method are Such aS are 
easily accessible and at Which terminalS can 
be safely maintained, aS by the aid of Cap 
tive balloons supplied continuously with gaS 
from reservoirs and held in position securely 
by steel wires or by any other means, devices, 
or expedients, such as umay be contriwed and 
perfected by ingenious and skilled engineers. 
From my experiments and obserw&#ions I 
conclude that with electromotive iimpulsés not, greatly exceeding fifteen or_twenty_mil 
lion volts the energy of many thouSands of 
horse-power may be transmitted ower Wast 
distances, measutred by many hundreds and 
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eWen th0tuSands 0f Imiles, with tornmimals not 
more than thirty to thirty-five thousand feet 
abowe the lewel of the Sea, and even this com 
paratiwely-Small elewation Will be required 
chiefly for reasons of economy, and, if de 
Sired, it may be considerably reduced, since 
by Such means as have been described prac 
tically any poteratial that is desired may be 
Obtained, the currents through the air strata 
may be rendered wery Small, whereby the loSS 
in the tranSulaission may be re(luced. z 

It Will be understood that, the transmitting 
aS Well as the receiwing coils, transforumers, 
or other apparatuS may be in SOine cases m0w 
*uble-as, for example, when they are carried 
by WeSSelS floating in the ain' or' by slhips at, 
Sea. In Such a case, or generally, the com 
mection of one of the terminals of the high 
tenSion coil or coils to the ground may not be 
permanent, but may be intermittently or in 

· ductiwely established, and any Such ()r $imi 
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lar modificatious I shall conside' ?aS within 
the Scope of my invention. ~ 
While the description here givent contem• 

plates chiefly a method and system of emergy 
tranSmission to a distance tlar'Ough the natu!- 
ral media for indtIStrial purposes, the princi 
pleS which I have herein disclosed and the ap 
paratuS Which I have shown will (obwiously 
haWe many othe]'.waluable uses---?.S, for in 
Stance, When it is desire(l to transmit intelli 
gible messages to great (listances, or to illu 
minate upper Strata of the air, or to produce, 
designedly, any useful changes in the condi 
tion of the utimosphere, or to imanufacture 
from the gases of the Same products, as mitric 
aGid, fertilizing compounds, or , the like, by 
jhe action (of Such current impulses, for all 
of which and for many other valuable pur 
pÖSeS they are eminently suitable, and I do 
not wish to limit myself in this respect. Ob 
wiously, also, certain featureS of my invention 
here disclosed will be useful as disconnecte({ 

? from the metho(l itself-as," for example, in 
45 
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other systems of energy tr':nSmission, for 
whatever purpose they may be intended, the ' 
tranSmitting and receiving transformers ar 
ranged and connected as illustrated, the fea 
ture of a transmitting and receiving coil or 
conductor, both connected to the ground and , 
to an elewated terminal und adjusted So as 
to wibrate in synchronism, the proportioning ' 
of such conductors or coils, as abowe . Speci 
fied, the feature of a receiwing-transformer 
with its primary commecte(l to earth and 't0 
an elevated terminal and having the opera 
tive dewices in. its secondary', 'und other, fea 
tures or particulars, such as have been de 
Scribed in this specification or Will readily 
Suggest themselves by a peruSal of the Samc. 
*I do not claim in tlhis application a trans 
former for deweloping or converting currentS 
of high potential in the form.herewith shown 
and described and With the two coils con 

5 

2, 1897, No. 6{}8, 188, nor do I claim herein 
the apparatus employed in carrying out the 
method of this application When Such appa,- 
I'atus is Specially constructed and arranged 
for Securing the particular object" Sought in 
the present in wention, aS. these last-named 
features are made the Subject of an applicu 
tion filed as a division of this application on 
February 19, 1900, Serial No. 5,780. 
WWhat I now Claim is-- 
1. The method hereinbefore 'described of 

transmitting electrical energy through the. 
matural media, which consists in producing 
at a generating-Station a wery high electrical 
preSSure, causing thereby a propagation ol' 
flow of electrical energy, by conduction, 
through the eartha and the air Strata, and col 
lecting or receiving at a distant point the elec 

| trical energy So propagated or cauSed to floW. 
2. The mnethod hereinbefore deSCribed of 

tI'unSmitting electrical emergy, which COnSistS 
in producing at a · generating-Station a wery 
high electrical pressure, conducting the cur 
Pent caused thereby to earth and to a termi 
hnal at an elevation at whigh the atmOSphe]'O 
Ser'wes as a conductor therefor, and collecting 
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the Current by a, Second elewated terminal at '' 
a distance from the first. • 

8. The method hereinbefore dcScribed of 
tyI'ansmitting electrical energy " through the 
natural media, . which consists in producing 
between the earth and a generator-terminal 
elevated above the Same, at a generating-Sta 
tion, a Sufficiently-high electromotive force tO 
render elewated ain' str:ata conducting, cauS 
ing thereby a propagation or flow of electrical 
energy, by conduction, through the air? Stratal, 

' and collecting or réceiving at a point; distant; 
" from the generating - Station the electrical 
energy SO propagated or caused to flow. 

4. The method hereinbefore described of 
transmitting electrical energy through the 
natural media, which consists in producing 
between . fhe earth and a generator-terminal 
elevated abowe the Same, at a generating-Sta 
tion, a Sufficiently-high electromotiwo force to 
render the air Strata, at or near , the elewated 
terminal conducting,causing thereby a propa 
gation or flow of electrical energy, by conduC 
tion, through the air strata, and collecting or 
receiving at a point distant from the gener 
ating-station the electrical energy. So propa 
gated or caused to flow. 
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5. The method hereinbefore described of ? 

tranSmitting electrical energy through the 
natural media, which consists in producing 
between the earth and a generator-terminal 
elevated above the Same, at a generating-Sta I 25 
tion, electrical impulses of a Sufficiently-high . 
electromoti we force to render elewated air 
strata, conducting, causing thereby Current 
impulses to pass, by conduction, through the 
air Strata, and collecting or receiwing at a 
p()int distant from the generating-Station, the 

nected together, as and for the purpose set || energy of the current impulses by means of a 
forth, having made these imprOwenments the | circuit Synclhrollized With the impulses. 
Sulbject of a patent grantod to me Now.onboar 0. The method hereinbeforo described of 
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transmitting electrical energy through the 
natural media, which consists in producing 
between the earth and a generator-terminat 
el??wated above the Same, at a generating-Stu.-- 
tion, elect]]'ical impulses of a sufficiently-high 
electromotive force to render the air strata at 
or near the elewated terminal conducting, 
causing thereby current impulses to paSS 
through the air Strata, and collecting Or re 
ceiwing at a p()int distant from the generat 
ing - Station the energy of the current im 
pulses by means of a ci]'Guit synchronized 
with the impulses. : 

7. The method hereinbefore described of 
tranSmitting electrical energy through the 
natural media, which consists in producing 
between the earth and a generator-terminal 
elewated above the same, at a generating 
Station, electrical impulses of a wave length 
SO related to the length of the generating cir 
Cuit Or conductor as to produce the maximum 
potential at ' the elevated terminal, and of 
Sufficiently-high electromotive force to ren 
der elewanted air Strata, conducting, causing 
thereby a propagation of electrical impulses 
through the air Strata, and collecting or re 
ceiwing at a point distant from the generat 
ing-Station the energy of Such impulses by 
meanS of a receiving-circuit hawing a length 
Of conductor similarly related to , the wwe 
length of the impulses. ? · 

8. The method hereinbefore described of 
tranSmitting electrical energy through the 
natural media, which consists in producing 
between the earth and agenerator-terminal 
elewated abowe the Same, at a generating-sta 
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tion, a, Sufficiently-high electromotive force 
to render elevated air Strata, conducting, cauS 
ing thereby a propagation or': flow of electrical 
energy through the air Strata, by conduction, 
collecting or receiving the energy So trans 
'mitted ’ by means of a receiving-circuit at a 
point; distant from the generating-Station, uS• 
ing the receiving-circuit to energize a second 
ary circuit, and Operating translating de 
wices by means of the energy SO obtained in 
the Secondary circuit. ? ~ 

9. The method hereinbefore described of 
transmitting electrical energy through the 
natural media, which consists in generating 
current impulses of relatively-low electromo 
tive force at a generating-station, utilizing 
Such impulses to energize the primary of a 
transformer, generating by means of 'Such 
primary circuit impulses in a Secondary sur 
rounding by the primary and connected to 
the earth and to an elewated terminal, of Suf 
ficiently-high electromotive force to render 
elevated ain' Strata conducting, causing there 
by impulses to be propagated through the 
air Strata, collecting or receiving the energy 
of Such impulses, at a point distant from the 
generating-Station, by means of a receiving 
circuit connected to the earth and to an ele 
wated terminal, and utilizing the 'energy SO 
received to emergize a Secondary circuit of low 
potential Surrounding the receiving-circuit. 

NIKOTA TESIfA. 
Witnesses: ~ 

· M. ILAwSON DYER, 
' G. W. MARTLING. 
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